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In two previous papers the known asymptotic formula for the 
eigenvalues of a selfadjoint elliptic boundary value problem was 
extended to some cases of operators without smooth coefficients: to 
the Dirichlet problem in [l ] and to the general coercive differential 
boundary value problem in [2]. The object of this note is to complete 
this study by proving the formula for general (i.e. not necessarily 
differential) boundary value problems on domains without smooth 
boundary. We use the methods of [ l ] , [2]. I t should be noted that 
the case of differential boundary conditions can be handled in a dif
ferent way; see [3]. 

Let 0 be a bounded open set in Rn with boundary 312 which is 
regular in the sense of Calderón [4], i.e. satisfying the "restricted 
cone condition." Let -A = ^2aa(x)Da be an operator defined on 12, 
with coefficients in L°°(&) and top-order coefficients uniformly con
tinuous on 0. We assume that A is formally selfadjoint and uni
formly elliptic of order m. Let A be a selfadjoint realization of A in 
L2(£2), with domain D(A)CHm(ty. Set 

(1) c(A) = (2TT)-W f f d&x, 
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where a(x, £) is the characteristic polynomial of A at x. 

THEOREM. For X>0, let N(X) be the number of eigenvalues of A with 
absolute value <X, counting multiplicity. Then 

(2) N(X) ~ c{A)\n'm as X -» co. 

We may replace A by A +tl for some real t and assume that A has 
a bounded inverse S. Set 

(3) w(S) = inf sup \\Su\\, 
codimlD=*-i iie£ f | |«||-i 

(4) a(S) = lim inf i"-m/n/*y(5), 

(5) /5(5) = limsup/-m^/iy(5). 
J - » CO 

The assertion of the Theorem is equivalent to a(S) =j3(S) —d(A), 
where 

(6) d(A) « (c(A))*'». 

By Theorem 5.2 of [2], a(S) £d(A). We must show /3(S) g.d(A). 
Let i4c, 0 < e < l , be a family of formally selfadjoint operators of 

order m defined on a neighborhood of 0Ud£2 and having C00 coeffi
cients, such that the coefficients of the principal parts converge 
uniformly on Q to those of the principal part of A as e—>0. Let ^4e be 
the restriction of Ae to D(A). For small €, A* is uniformly elliptic on 
0 and 4̂« has a bounded inverse Se. By Theorems 1.5 and 2.3 of [2], 
j8(5c)—>/3(5) as e—K). Clearly d(Ae)—*d(A), so it suffices to prove the 
following. 

LEMMA. Let A0 be a formally selfadjoint operator defined on a neigh
borhood of QSJdQ^ having C°° coefficients, and uniformly elliptic on fi, 
of order m. Let A0 be the restriction of A0 to a domain D(A0)C.Hm(Çl). 
Suppose AQ has a bounded inverse S0. Then P(So) ^d(AQ). 

PROOF. Let £2i be a bounded neighborhood of 12UÔS2 having a 
smooth boundary, such that A0 is defined and uniformly elliptic on fii. 
Let Ai be the Dirichlet realization of A0 in L2(12i). Then Ai is selfad
joint and (2) holds for the eigenvalues of Ai. We may assume Ai has 
a bounded inverse Si. 

Let R: L2(ti1)-±L2(Q) be the restriction mapping and J = R*: L2(ti) 
—*L2(Qi) the extension mapping. Then JR=P, the projection of 
Z2(12i) onto functions vanishing outside 12. Let Hi = {u \ RSiU £ D {A 0 ) } . 
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This is a closed subspace of L2(î2i) ; let P i be the corresponding projec
tion. Then SoRPi^RSiPi. If vED(A0)CHm(Q), it can be extended 
[4] to a uEH?(Qi)CD(Ai). Therefore R maps Hi onto L2(Ö). Then 
/ is a unitary mapping of L2(0) onto PHi=PL2(Q,i) and R is its 
inverse; 5 0 corresponds to JS0R acting on PHi =PPiL2(Qi). Therefore 

M/(5o) £ »j(JSoRPPi) = miJSoRPi) 

« nj(JRS1P1) = M X P ^ I P I ) ^ /*/(£), 

and j3(5o) èP(Si) =d(Ai), where -Ai denotes A0 considered as defined 
on Î2i rather than on 12. We get the desired conclusion by shrinking Öi. 
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